Coupling of synaptic inputs to local cortical activity differs among neurons and adapts after stimulus onset.
Cortical activity contributes significantly to the high variability of sensory responses of interconnected pyramidal neurons, which has crucial implications for sensory coding. Yet, largely because of technical limitations of in vivo intracellular recordings, the coupling of a pyramidal neuron's synaptic inputs to the local cortical activity has evaded full understanding. Here we obtained excitatory synaptic conductance ( g) measurements from putative pyramidal neurons and local field potential (LFP) recordings from adjacent cortical circuits during visual processing in the turtle whole brain ex vivo preparation. We found a range of g-LFP coupling across neurons. Importantly, for a given neuron, g-LFP coupling increased at stimulus onset and then relaxed toward intermediate values during continued visual stimulation. A model network with clustered connectivity and synaptic depression reproduced both the diversity and the dynamics of g-LFP coupling. In conclusion, these results establish a rich dependence of single-neuron responses on anatomical, synaptic, and emergent network properties. NEW & NOTEWORTHY Cortical neurons are strongly influenced by the networks in which they are embedded. To understand sensory processing, we must identify the nature of this influence and its underlying mechanisms. Here we investigate synaptic inputs to cortical neurons, and the nearby local field potential, during visual processing. We find a range of neuron-to-network coupling across cortical neurons. This coupling is dynamically modulated during visual processing via biophysical and emergent network properties.